TDF Corporate Social Responsibility

CSR Policy

Connect everywhere, faster

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

“As leading digital infrastructure operator, for over forty
years we have helped bring about underlying progress in
the economy and society. Indeed, developing telecoms and
transmission infrastructure is now a must for giving French

Olivier Huart

regions the wherewithal to stand on their own two feet and

TDF Group CEO

become fully-fledged players in the French economy.
Against

this

backdrop,

we

place

corporate

social

We have laid down a framework so that everyone can

responsibility at the top of our concerns. Our commitments

reconcile business objectives with service quality and social

are backed by our customers, stakeholders and staff. It is

responsibility goals.

divided into four areas of focus that we seek to advance in
our everyday work: connect the regions, ensure workplace

Furthermore, a few years ago we introduced a Code of

wellness, be an ethical corporate citizen and protect the

Ethics so that all TDF Group staff would be subject to the

environment. Many current agreements and policies

same rules that they have to follow in their daily work

in our business of-course play a part in furthering our

and dealings with outside parties. We look to appeal

commitments.

to everyone’s responsibility to ensure that we and our
business partners share the same ethical principles as we

Lastly, since 2014 we are signatories of the United Nations

go about our daily work.

Global Compact. The Global Compact is a framework for
businesses seeking to uphold universally acknowledged

We at TDF have a culture of innovation and progress.

principles relating to human rights, international labor,

Publishing our CSR policy forms part of our commitments

environmental and anti-corruption standards.

as a socially responsible company».

Olivier Huart
TDF Chief Executive Officer
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TDF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The board of directors of Tivana France Holdings SAS,

The board of directors of TDF SAS, a Tivana France Holdings

TDF’s parent company, determines corporate strategy and

subsidiary, reviews all material matters pertaining to the

oversees implementation thereof. Said board of directors

company’s operations and decides on key issues. The board

has four specialist committees as follows that

nominates one director to be TDF SAS chairman,

are tasked with preparing documents

who also chairs the board of directors

for board resolutions and to oversee
implementation
committee,

:

audit

and appoints the Chief Executive

Operating

Officer. Two representatives of TDF

committee,

SAS’s Economic social committee

capital expenditure committee

may attend board of directors

and compensation committee.

meetings pursuant to statutory

These

rules.

committees

comprise

board directors and report to the

At present, the Tivana France

board.

Holdings Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer are also Chairman

Tivana France Holdings SAS is led by a

and Chief Executive Officer of TDF

Chairman assisted by a Chief Executive

SAS. The Chairman and Chief Executive

Officer appointed on the Chairman’s

Officer manage and oversee the company.

recommendation.

TDF SAS Executive
Committee
The Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

TDF CSR

are backed by an executive committee,

The EH&S-CSR unit reporting to the Indus-

which takes all decisions for the Group’s

try and Innovation division’s Real Estate

proper management. Reporting to the

and Infrastructure department oversees

TDF Chairman, the executive committee

TDF’s corporate social responsibility policy.

currently comprises nine members as

This unit manages Group CSR policy cove-

follows: Chief Executive Officer, Senior VP

ring all Group departments and divisions. A

Finance, Strategy, Procurement, Legal and

weekly dashboard and monthly tracking of

Audit, COO, Senior VP Telecoms, Senior

activities distributed to the CEO, report the

VP Radio/TV, Arkena Chairman, Senior VP

status and progress of CSR activities. A CSR

Fiber, Deputy CEO in charge of Industry

committee meeting attended by executive

and

Secretary,

committee members is hosted every year

Deputy CFO in charge of Management

by the Industry and Innovation division. All

Supervision and Controlling, and Senior VP

executive committee members have their

Human Resources.

own specific CSR objectives.

Innovation,

Company
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CONNECT THE REGIONS
Ramp up our regional development operations always seeking to bring
about better and enduring connectivity.
Backed by our longstanding regional roots, we deploy end-

Reputed for our expert people, we support clients and

to-end infrastructure solutions while meeting the needs of

municipalities with determination to ensure best-in-

public and private sector clients including TV and FM radio

class operations and tight service quality control so that

channels, mobile phone operators, ISPs, corporations and

everyone benefits.

institutions.
Keeping a close eye on shifts in consumer habits and client
We also deliver comprehensive digital-based solutions to

needs, we strive to build trust-based enduring relations - an

local municipalities covering infrastructure design, rollout,

essential success factor in digital development projects.

marketing and maintenance.

Broadcasting and telecoms infrastructure is a
must so that local municipalities can support
growth in digital for society’s benefit while
boosting

jobs

and

enhancing

the

appeal

of regions. As key network developer and
operator, we invest in infrastructure that meets
broadcasting and connectivity needs of everyone
including consumers, business and government
agencies. Our goal: be a partner of choice for the
regions

10,000+ points of presence installed on
TDF equipment at 12/18

Fiber in
rural areas
TDF helps bridge the digital
divide by rolling out fiber optic in
rural areas of five French counties:
Val d’Oise, Yvelines, Loir-et-Cher, Indre-et-Loire
and Maine-et-Loire.
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Innovation underpins our strategy as we strive to
pinpoint and develop tomorrow’s technologies.

Small ideas that
become BIG

By promoting company-wide discussion and
teamwork, innovation is a powerful driver of
staff motivation and engagement. And given that
innovation goes far beyond technology, it also

With a view to coming up
with new business offers and
services, an innovation steering
committee named ‘BIG’ reviews
and assesses staff ideas.

involves the company questioning and changing
its operational procedures and practices to bring
about progress in society and environmental
preservation.

9 company events organized in 2018 to foster a
corporate innovation-based at TDF

Our Campus, at the
heart of innovation
Located in the Commune des Lilas within
the Romainville, the Campus displays
and explains the company’s full services
offering. It serves as shop-window for our
tech know-how and world-class operations
castle,
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ENSURE WORKPLACE WELL-BEING
Assure a good balance between business results and staff wellbeing.

With regard to human resources, we strive to motivate our

attract top class people; promote to build staff skills;

people and federate everyone’s energy working together

balance to enshrine a robust and fair HR framework that

to connect everywhere, faster. To do so, the HR department

balances business needs with our values towards our

breaks down its activities into three core goals - anticipate,

people.

promote and balance. Anticipate to stay nimble and

Based on our EH&S policy and charter, we pledge
to forecast, pinpoint and measure our operational
risks and to introduce preventative rules for our
Staff dialog underpins our corporate culture and

staff, clients and subcontractors. TDF launches

means we listen and meet staff expectations

programs to guarantee enhanced labor conditions

in line with our corporate strategy. Human

and safety of its infrastructure while mitigating its

Resources support the company as it evolves. HR

environmental footprint. These programs form

policies have been written with a view to satisfy

part of our continuous improvement campaign

core issues like workplace equality, quality of

designed to achieve our “Zero serious accidents”

work life and forward planning of jobs and skills.

goal.

Corporate management have signed specific
agreements covering the above items with staff
representatives to ensure progress is made in
practice.

2

In 2018 corporate management signed agreements
with staff representatives on quality of work life and
forward planning of jobs and skil s.

Zero serious accidents is our goal and to achieve
it we have launched an ambitious EH&S program including risk prevention policies, training courses, site
audits and more.

Safety in your pocket
To build awareness of on-site safety
among TDF and outside staff, we
distribute our Safety Pocket Manual,
which covers all guidelines for
operational work.
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For TDF, quality of life in the workplace is a
key factor to enhance well-being for both
individual employees and collectively. We plan
to have quality of life in the workplace feature
prominently in our HR policies thereby fostering
an approach covering all staff and backed by
corporate management. The 2018 quality of work
life agreement underpins our HR policies and
means that business results and staff wellbeing
are well balanced.

227 home workers among TDF staff
Parents at work
Signing up to an outside chain
of infant nurseries, prolonging
maternity and paternity leave
and introducing parental leave
are examples of steps we have
taken to support our people for their
life as parents. TDF is a signatory of the
Parent Charter alongside 500-plus companies, which have given
commitments to the French Quality of Work Life Observatory.

Working from home
We encourage a good work/life balance among
our people. So, under a 2015 agreement
corporate management signed with staff
representatives, staff can work 1 or 2
days a week from home.
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BE AN ETHICAL CORPORATE CITIZEN
Meet the expectations of our stakeholders

TDF operates throughout mainland France and French

to behave in an exemplary manner, while carefully nurturing

overseas territories from its offices and production sites, and

and safeguarding good relations with its business partners.

also from its 2,100 staff who travel to assignments.

The

We are well aware of how we can contribute to local

Group’s organizational set-up is both complex and enriching

communities where we operate and we are quick to bring

and means very diverse relations with its stakeholders,

to bear our staff, expertise and skills and team up with new

especially external stakeholders. The Company has a duty

business partners.

We pay close attention to combating corruption,
abide by OECD anti-corruption principles and
ban any fraudulent active or passive corruption.
We apply an anti-corruption policy throughout

By including CSR clauses in our purchasing general

the company that is overseen by the Audit and

terms and conditions, we ensure that our business

Internal Control department.

and production partners abide by a CSR policy

260 employees underwent anti-corruption
training in 2018

equivalent to our own policy, especially compliance
with human rights and the French Sapin II Act.
We reserve the right to carry out audits to verify
compliance with this policy. Furthermore, we plan
to add CSR criteria to our specifications so as to
satisfy sustainable development issues.

Purchasing general terms and conditions
including CSR clauses are reviewed and updated
every year.

Code of Ethics
TDF applies a Code of Ethics sponsored by
senior management, The Code lists rules and
guidelines that govern all employees behavior
appealing to their responsibility.
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TDF strives to be a good corporate citizen
conducting charitable activities and fostering
diversity among its workforce. On the one hand,
we are committed to equality in the workplace
based on a 2017 gender equality agreement at
work. Our gender equality index stands at 93/100.
On the other hand, the company encourages
charitable activities by staff volunteering for

TDF keeps track of progress of its relations with all

charities and signing up to mentor young people.

company and outside stakeholders from a series of

The charities involved include Elles Bougent,

sources including tender bids submitted, setting

Article 1 and Arpejeh.

up new operational sites, new staff induction

0.6% gap between average men and women’s

and labor conditions enhancements. With regard

pay at TDF in 2017

to each and every stakeholder, contact person
and communication channel, we strive to build
enduring trust-based relations that meet our
stakeholders’ core expectations.

100% of environmental claims factored into
lead times in 2018

Elles bougent
Our female mentors volunteering
for French charity Elles Bougent
work to enhance gender
balance in the workplace
and help encourage girls to
opt for science/engineering
professions.
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PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
Help combat climate change and mitigate the environmental footprint of
our operations
We go beyond regulatory requirements and seek to

and on continuous improvement. Tailored to each business

mitigate the environmental footprint of our operations.

location, periodical audits measure actual results vs.

Air, ground, water and noise pollution, electromagnetic

progress objectives forming part of an annual prevention

environments, environmentally-classified facilities, waste

program. We are aware we consume considerable energy

treatment and air hazard beacons are all issues that we pay

and we strive to minimize electricity and fossil fuel costs

considerable attention to. We keep track of environmental

and greenhouse gas emissions.

risks based on management procedures close to ISO 14001

Since our 2011 digital switchover and we
stopped servicing analog TV that heated up our
transmission rooms, we have introduced tech
solutions to maintain an acceptable ambient

We pledge to tightly control our waste and

temperature in our premises so that employees

maximize recycling. The company’s offices and

can work in comfort and production buildings

operational sites produce nineteen sorts of

do not deteriorate. For delivering 24/7 services,

waste. Our waste generally comprises non-toxic

a constant and totally reliable source of power

production scrap, scrap metal, electric cabling

are needed, which means adopting wind or solar

and appliance scrap, paper and cardboard

power is difficult. TDF continue nevertheless to

and

review various ways to use renewable energies.

Responsible waste management is a regulatory,

96 air-conditioning systems via ‘CVC boxes’ were

environmental and business requirement that

installed in TDF buildings in 2018

occasionally

maintenance

chemicals.

we inform our stakeholders about. We select
approved suppliers with a view to maximizing
the proportion of recyclable waste.

42 tons of TDF waste recycled* in 2018
*Materials recycled/reused or recycled power (generating heat or electricity
from incineration)
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Our facilities are sometimes located in places
requiring us to take particular care during
construction and throughout their useful lives.
Factoring biodiversity into our operational
decisions, primarily by teaming up with business
partners, means we can help preserve wildlife,
overcome practical local problems and build
awareness of the surrounding natural areas
among local company staff.

2 new livestock grazing projects in 2018: sheep
mow the lawn at two TDF Normandy
locations

Certified datacenters
Our four datacenters are all European Code
of Conduct Participant** certified, a
European Commission standard, which
promotes best practices in respect of
energy efficiency and CO² emissions.
Our Bouliac datacenter is also RT 2012*
certified.
*Building energy efficiency standard
**A certification whereby participating companies can
exchange energy efficiency tips and best practices.
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ACHIEVE OUR CSR GOALS
Set annual CSR goals and track each one’s practical implementation

We publish our key goals and the performance indicators we track.

CONNECT THE REGIONS

ENSURE WORKPLACE WELL-BEING

Promote EH&S
policy
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BE AN ETHICAL CORPORATE CITIZEN

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT

All TDF CSR activities can be viewed in our Progress Report
www.tdf.fr/groupe/nos-engagements
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OUR MISSION:
CONNECT EVERYWHERE, FASTER
As transparent and impartial operator, over the last four decades or more we have helped
digital firms in mainland France and French overseas territories meet their strategic
transmission goals.
For radio and DTT broadcasting, mobile ultra high-speed broadband coverage and rolling out
optical fiber, TDF, market leader with 18,200 sites, brings 2,300 clients in-depth operational
expertise, a mix of unique and ground-breaking technology and an exceptionally widespread
local presence.
We develop on behalf of our clients a comprehensive array of services related to bringing
digital to people in their daily lives. In an ever more connected world, TDF has enabled
telecoms and media companies to connect the French regions and people everywhere and
faster.
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